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1. INTRODL~CTION 
A SMOOTH immersion of a compact surfacef:M + RN is said to be ti&t if it minimizes the 
total absolute curvature among all immersions of M. EquivalentlyJis tight if it satisfies the 
so-called two-piece property, i.e., if the preimage of a hyperplane in RN decomposes M into 
at most two components. Notice that the second definition makes sense for topological 
immersions and even continuous maps. 
Our main result is the following theorem: 
THEOREM A. LerJ Al -+ Iw4 he un analytic ti.yht immersion of un orientuhle compact surf&e 
that is not conttrined in (I proper uffine suhspcrce. Thrn M is a torus. 
This is in strong contrast to C” tight immersions of orientable surfaces into R4 which 
according to Kuipcr 143 exist for any genus 2 I. In fact, take a closed planar convex curve C 
containing two parallel ine segments , and sr. Then the torus C x C in R4 has two parallel 
planar rectangles , x s, and s, x s2 in a threc-dimcnsional afine subspace A. We make f 
holes in each of s, x s1 and s, x s2 and connect the holes within A from sI x s, to s, x s1 
by tubes of nonpositive Gauss curvature. The resulting surface is tight and its genus is I + 1. 
The theorem shows that this surface cannot be made analytic without losing tightness. A 
modification of the construction can be used to find nonorientable tight C” surfaces in R4. 
To explain why we consider R4 as the ambient space of our tight analytic surfaces, let us 
review what is known about such surfaces in general. Kuiper proved for a tight, not 
necessarily analytic, but smooth surface M in RN, that N s 5 if M is not contained in a 
proper affine subspace. If M is such a surface in [w’, then he proved in [3] that M is up to a 
projective transformation of R5 the Veronese surface and thus analytic. Tight analytic 
embeddings of all orientable compact surfaces into lR3 were produced in [l]. In [SJ Kuiper 
produced tight analytic immersions into [w-l of all nonorientable compact surfaces with even 
Euler characteristic s - 2. Hence in the analytic case much is known except in R*. 
There are two main questions unanswered about tight analytic surfaces. Are there tight 
analytic immersions into R3 of nonorientable surfaces with odd Euler characteristic? Which 
nonorientable surfaces admit tight analytic immersions into R4 that do not lie in a 
hyperplane? The only known example is the projective plane, or more precisely the 
stereographic image in R“ of the Veronese surface in R5. 
The referee pointed out that the proof of Theorem A immediately implies the following 
theorem: 
THEOREM B. Let f: M 4 [wJ he an analytic tight immersion of a torus that is not contained 
in a proper afjne subspace. Then 1%1 is the intersection of two decelopahle ruled hypersurfaces 
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H, and Hz, possibly with singularities, whose rulings are two dimensional. Both H, and Hz are 
rhe boundaries of unbounded convex bodies in R4. The hypersurface H, meets ecery ruling of 
Hz in a strictly convex curve and the same is true for Hz with respect to H,. 
As the referee also observes. one can perturb H, and Hz in such a way that their 
intersection is a tight analytic torus in R4 that is not projectively equivalent o a product 
embedding of two convex curves. We will come back to this at the end of the paper. 
2. SOME PRELIMINARIES 
We will give self-contained proofs of the above theorems. We do not assume any 
knowledge of tight immersions. A reader interested in more information on tight immer- 
sions should consult the survey article [4] and the monograph [2]. 
Letf: M --* RN be an immersion of a compact surface or just a map of some set. We say 
thatfis substantial ijf( M) does not lie in a proper affine subspace. The conoex enrelope off 
is the boundary of the convex hull ofi( M). A point p E M will be called a top point iffmaps 
it into the convex envelope of/: Notice that a top point is a maximum point or a minimum 
point of some height function. The set of maximum points and the set of minimum points of 
some height function are each called a top sef of& A point p is called a regular top point of the 
smooth immersionfif some height function has a nondegenerate maximum or minimum on 
M at p. 
The set of hyperplanes in R4 passing through a two dimensional subspace forms a line in 
the dual projective space P* of P4R ~TI, R4. If p is a top point, then there is a hyperplane 
throughf(p) that supportsf(M). Such a hyperplane contains T,M. Let 1 be the line in P* 
whose elements contain T,M. Then the supporting hyperplanes at p form a segment on 1 
that can degenerate to a point. We call the endpoints of the segment the extremal supporting 
hyperplanes at p. Notice that a whole line of supporting hyperplanes is impossible iffis 
substantial. 
It is easy to see that a top set of a tight immersion is connected and satisfies the two- 
piece property. We use this to give a complete description of the top sets of an analytic tight 
surface in the following lemma. 
LEMMA. LetJ M + RN be an analytic tight immersion of a compact surface. Then a top set 
off is either a point or a simple closed curve that maps under f onto a planar strictly convex 
curve and represents a nontrivial one-dimensional homology class of M. The nontrivial top sets 
will be called top cycles. 
Proofi Let T = h-‘(m) be a top set, where m = 0 (say) is the minimum of a’ height 
function h. The connected set T is analytic in M, and is therefore if not one point, a union of 
a finite number of regular embedded arcs cl, . . . , cr, r 2 1, and points p,, . . . , p,. 
First we prove that none of the curves cl, . . . , c, embeds onto a line segment. Assume 
that c1 embeds on a maximal line segment in f (T). Let p be an endpoint of cl. Take 
coordinates (x. y) around p = (0,O) that we get by projecting f(M) locally around p 
orthogonally into the tangent plane at f(p). Let us assume furthermore that c1 satisfies 
y = 0, x 2 0. In the coordinates (x, y) we write 
h(x, Y) = , E. a,,x’yl. 
As T = h-‘(m), m = 0, we have that h vanishes for y = 0, x 2 0. It follows that h vanishes 
for all y=O. This implies that p is not an end point of a maximal segment. 
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Now assume that the image of T underfis not planar. Denote its convex hull by XT 
and its affine span by A. Then A is at least three dimensional. Take a point PEC, where the 
first two derivatives of c, with respect o arc length do not vanish. All hyperplanes in A 
tangent o c, at p that do not contain the first two derivatives will support c, around p at p 
and only at p. Choose such a hyperplane k-‘(a) in A that divides JYT into at least two 
parts. Here k is an affine function on A which has a local maximum a on c1 at p. Some near 
parallel plane k - ‘(a + E) for E > 0 small, will not meet c, close to p. but it also divides T into 
at least two parts. Some other near parallel plane on the other side of k-‘(a) will cut off a 
segment of c1 containing p. and it divides the remaining part of Tstill into at least two parts. 
This makes a total of at least three parts which contradicts the two-piece property of lY 
Therefore Tmust be planar. The boundary of the convex hull ?.X’Tis contained in T by the 
two-piece property and we have seen that it has no straight piece. i.e.. it is strictly convex. A 
curved arc of Tin the interior of 3lr T would contradict the two-piece property and we have 
already excluded line segments. It follows that T = i7.K T is an analytic strictly convex 
planar curve. 
We now show that the simple closed curve T = h-‘(m) represents a nontrivial one- 
dimensional homology class of M. If T is bounding. then T divides M into two parts and 
h-‘(m + E) divides M for small E > 0 into at least three parts. This contradicts the two-piece 
property. Therefore Tis not bounding in Al and it represents a nontrivial homology class in 
M. This finishes the proof of the lemma. 
In this section we prove the theorems in the introduction. Lets: M 4 53” be an analytic 
tight and substantial immersion of an orientablc surface. Our first aim is to prove that Mz is 
a torus. Then we use what we learn during the proof to draw the geometric onclusions in 
Theorem B. We divide the proofs into several steps. The first step holds true for C” tight 
immersions and also the second step to some extent. 
Step I. Let PE M be a regular top point. Then there are two different extremal 
supporting hyperplanes at p. Furthermore, the set of regular top points is open. 
Let h,= (v, f) be the height function in direction of the unit vector v. Then the critical 
points of h, are exactly the points that have v as a normal vector. Let us assume that p is a 
nondegenerate maximum of h,. Then v is a normal vector at p. For any normal vector w at p, 
sufhciently close to v, p is also a nondegenerate local maximum of h,. By the two-piece 
property, this local maximum is a global maximum. This implies that the segment in P’ of 
supporting hyperplanes at p consists of more than one point, and hence that there are two 
different extremal supporting hyperplanes at p. The same argument can be used to prove 
that the set of regular top points is open. 
Srep 2. Each of the two extremal supporting hyperplanes at a regular point intersects 
J(M) in a planar strictly convex curve. The preimage of the strictly convex curve is a top cycle 
in the terminology of the lemma in Section 2, i.e., it represents a nontrivial one-dimensional 
homology class of M. 
Notice that the proof that follows is to some extent valid for C” tight immersions. In 
that case we could prove thatfmaps a nontrivial one-dimensional cycle into a convex curve 
in every extremal supporting hyperplane at a regular point p. but we do not know whether 
this convex curve coincides with the intersection of the extremal supporting hyperplane 
with/(M). 
We now prove the claim. Notice that the two-piece property implies that a height 
function h that it is a Morse function has only one local minimum and also one local 
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maximum. This implies for any critical point p of index one of h that the homology group 
KV%,,,) # 0 
and a nontrivial one-cycle in h,,(,, is also nontrivial in M. Here II,,,,, is the preimage of 
( - x , h(p)] in M under h. Notice that h s k(p, =f- ‘(9) for a certain closed halfspace Y 
in UP. 
Let v be a unit normal vector at p. Notice that the Hessian of the height function h, at the 
critical point p is the second fundamental form z, in direction v. i.e., 
d., 
Hess&(X, Y) = a,(X, Y) = (v, a(X, Y)). 
The fact that p is a regular top point means that there is a unit normal vector w such that z, 
is positive definite. This in turn means that the set d = { a( X, X)(X E T,,M, X # 0) lies in 
an open halfplane in the normal plane N,M. Notice that the set & is a sector that cannot 
degenerate to a ray since otherwise h,. for any normal vector w at p not orthogonal to the 
ray. would have a nondegenerate xtremum at p which implies by the two-piece property 
that Sis not substantial. It follows that the supporting hyperplanes at p are exactly those 
that are spanned by T,,M and lines in N,M not going through the interior of d. The 
extremal supporting hyperplanes are spanned by TP M and the rays on the boundary of .d. 
Now let +K bc an extremal supporting hyperplane at p. Let us assume that the 
corresponding top set consists of p only. Let (N,) be a sequence of hyperplancs containing 
T,,M that are not supporting and converge to X. We assume that the sequence (.f,) is 
strictly monotone on the pencil of hypcrplanes containing T, M. Let (9’“) bc the scqucncc of 
closed halfspaccs uch that .!!, has .K, as boundary and such that 
Notice that 
s-1(9*) 2 . . . Ij_‘(Y”) I3 . . . 3/-‘(x) = {p}. 
{P) = r)PW”). 
Let n be so big that an &-neighborhood N,(f-‘(.V,)) off-I(.‘/,), c > 0, dots not contain 
any one-cycle that is nontrivial in M. Now let V,E N,M be orthogonal to X,. Then p is a 
nondegenerate critical point of index one of II,.. There is close to II,” a height function h 
which is a Morse function such that close to p is a critical point 4 of index one and 
h $h(q) = N,(f- ‘(sn)). 
Now h shtpb carries a one-cycle that is nontrivial in M. This is a contradiction so thatf- ‘( JV) 
cannot consist of one point only. By the lemma in section 2,j- ‘(3V) maps onto a planar 
strictly convex curve. 
Step 3. In Step 2 we saw that there are through any regular point p two top cycles cI and 
c1 which are simple closed curves that map under/into planar convex curves. One also sees 
that these top cycles have well defined tangents at p since a tangent (left or right) of c1 maps 
under z into a ray on the boundary of the sector d and the preimage of the ray is a line in 
T,M. It follows that the top cycles c1 and c2 meet transversally in p. It is also clear that their 
only common point is p. 
Let U be a connected neighborhood of p such that every point in U is a regular point. 
Then we get two families of top cycles through II. Denote these families by J1 and J’2 and 
the cycles through a point q E U in R, and ~9~ by c,(q) and c,(q) respectively. Notice that it 
follows from the lemma in section 2 that the curves c, (4) and c2(q) depend continuously on 
q. Thus two curves in the same family are homologous. 
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We now prove that two different curves in ~9’~ aredisjoint. Assume that two such curves c 
and d have a common point q. Let % and 9 be the supporting hyperplanes containing c and 
d respectively. Then 5% and D meet in the tangent plane T,M. Thus the intersection cn d is a 
top set and hence a single point by the lemma in Section 2. The curves belong to the same 
family and are hence homologous. The surface is orientable so that the intersection umber 
of the curves is zero. Thus c and d do not cross in q. This shows that a curve E in 8, close to c 
has to stay on one side of c maybe touching it in one point. If E is on the side of c where d 
touches c it must go through q since it cannot cross d. Thus we have three different top 
cycles c, c’ and d through q. This is a contradiction since there are only two different top 
cycles through q corresponding to the two extremal supporting hyperplanes at q. We have 
thus proved that two different curves from the same family Bi do not meet. 
Srep 4. We proved in Step 3 that the families di cover ribbons Ri in the surface M simply. 
These ribbons are of course homeomorphic to an annulus. Furthermore. the ribbons Ri 
consist of top points. In this step we prove that the set of regular top points of Ri is open and 
dense in R,. 
Let V be the open set of regular points in Ri. We want to show that its closure in Ri 
coincides with V. Assume that R - v is nonempty. Then there is a connected open set 
W c R such that the open sets W n V and ZY - pare nonempty. We can assume that W is 
the domain of analytic coordinates (x. y). We set 
Let p E lt’be a regular top point. Then the vectors c’,(p), . . . , e,(p) span RJ. (This is clearly 
equivalent o the observation in Step 2 that the sector .d does not degenerate to a ray.) Let 
ii.. . . . id bc such that pi,(p), . . . , pi,(p) are linearly independent. Now define a function Q, 
on CVsuch that Q, is the dctcrminant of (ei,, . . . , ei,). The function CD is analytic. It vanishes 
on the nonempty open set W - c’of singular top points. Hence it vanishes identically. On 
the other hand, m,(p) # 0, a contradiction. We have thus proved that the regular top points 
are dcnsc in Ri. 
Step 5. In this step we extend the families 8, and 8, to continuous families 9, and 9, 
of top cycles such that both families cover M simply. Furthermore, a top cycle in 9i will 
meet all the top cycles in .Pt2 transversally and in one point and similarly for ._%* with 
respect o 5,. We can then finish the proof of Theorem A in the introduction defining a 
homeomorphism between M and the torus c,(p) x cl(p) by associating to q in M the pair 
(cl(q) n C,(P), ci (4) n c&)) in C,(P) x cz(p). 
There are two top cycles through every regular top point in the ribbon R,, one of them 
belonging to the family 8,. Let q E R2 be a point that is not regular. Then there is by Step 4 
a sequence of regular points (q,,) converging to q. A subsequence of the top cycles (c,(q,)) 
converges to a convex curve c that cannot degenerate to a segment or a point since it carries 
a nontrivial one-cycle. The convex curve c lies in a top set and is in fact the whole top set it 
lies in by the Lemma in Section 2. Furthermore, c does not depend on the choice of the 
sequence (q.), since otherwise there would be at least three top cycles through q, but there 
can be at most as many as there are extremal supporting hyperplanes at q. i.e., at most two. 
Now we define 3, as the set of top cycles through points in R, not belonging to 8,. Two 
cycles in the family .Fi cannot have a point in common by the argument we gave in Step 3. 
It is obvious that 9, covers an open and closed subset of M and hence that it covers M. The 
family AZ is now extended to 9, analogously. It is obvious that a top cycle in 3, meets all 
top cycles in 9, since their intersection number depends only on their homology classes. 
TOP 30:J-” 
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That they only meet in one point follows from an argument as in Step 3. This completes the 
proof that M is a torus. 
Step 6. Finally we explain how Theorem B follows from Steps 1 to 5 above. We follow 
the remarks of the referee. Let cz be some top cycle in 9, parameterized by arc length s. Let 
9’r(s) be the closed halfspace containingf( M) whose boundary supportsf( M) in the top 
cycle from 9 1 that passes through c2(s). Then 9, (s) is an analytic family of halfspaces. The 
intersection of the halfspaces is a convex closed unbounded body J3, in R4 with a 
developable hypersurface H, as boundary. Notice that H, can possibly have singularities. 
This developable convex hypersurface is ruled by two-dimensional planes analogous to a 
developable surface with its “striction curve” in UP. It is locally Euclidean except in 
its singular points. We construct H, similarly using the family .P2. It follows that 
M = HI n H,. This finishes the proof of Theorem B. Notice that the convex hull of M is 
.%‘M =B,nB2. 
Example. We finally give an example due to the referee that shows that a tight analytic 
torus M in R4 does not have to be projectively equivalent o a product of two convex curves. 
Let B: x2 + yz + uz + u2 5 1 be the closed unit ball in R4. Let Y,(s) be the one- 
parameter family of halfspaces containing B whose boundaries upport B along the circle 
u = u = 0, x2 + y2 = 1 and let Y2(s) be defined similarly with respect o the circle x = y 
= 0, u2 + v2 = 1. Then H, and Hz are two round cylinders and M = H, n H, is the 
standard torus in R4. 
Now deform B into a general close by convex body with analytic boundary and the 
circles into near analytic closed curves on dB and let M be the intersection of the 
corresponding developable hypersurfaces. Then M is a tight analytic torus. In general, M is 
not projectively equivalent o a product of two planar convex curves. This only happens if 
the striction curves degenerate completely. 
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